Roulettes

About Triple Crown Company

Triple Crown company was founded in 2009. with the primary aim to offer new technical and creative
solutions for production of electronic roulettes to the international market of games of chance, as well as
innovations for networking devices of a large number of slot machines in multiple levels (jackpots) .
In a short period of time, the company managed to form a professional team of experienced engineers and
IT experts, who together with Karim Rashid, the world’s famous designer, offered the market a new range of
inovative electronic roulettes with the possibilities of completely new combinations of games and multiplication of winnings. In this way, roulettes of impressive design and production technology, offer players the
additional gamimng options, greater winnings, and increased adrenaline and satisfaction.
Through our other production line of networking devices for a large number of slot machines, our company
has developed the series of innovative software solutions for successfull monitoring of each game on a
single slot machine or on a whole network of them in the conditions of insufficiently developed telecommunications infrastructure. Through constant monitoring of all slot machines in a network, the specialized
software enables multiplication of winnings on more levels of slot machines - either by teritorial or any other
principle (jackpot). High quality hardware and software enable exceptional reliability of the system. This was
also confirmed by international certificate, issued by GLI – Gaming Laboratories International.
We have exibited our products on several international gaming fairs and thus earned undevided raspect of
other producers and casino owners who were delighted whith our portfolio, and the Triple Crown Roulette
won official prizes in the field of industrial design. In every casino, players are the most interested in Triple
Crown roulettes.
Our highly experienced professionals are the true guarantee that the new ’Triple Crown’ electronic roulettes
(with extended range of games and winnings and innovative jackpot software and hardware) - will offer new
challenges for roulette players.
By constant improvement and innovations, we managed to create a completely new and unique roulette
line that is instantly embraced by the players, as a product which offers more. The patent is protected in
accordance with The Convention on International Exibitions , held in Paris, on November 22nd 1928.
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TRIPLE CROWN Roulette

Is a new age roulette game that offers more gaming possibilities and a new dimension of entertainment,
because:

IT OFFERS OUR PLAYERS MUCH MORE THAN CLASSIC ROULETTE
While the classic roulette has the expected winning margin of 2.73% of a bet, the Triple Crown Roulette has
the margin of 1,70%, with additional benefits for players, such as mini and maxi jackpot.

IT PROVIDES UNIQUE VISUAL EXPERIENCE
One can simply not stay indifferent after seeing the unique design of Karim Rashid, one of the most prolific
industrial designers nowadays.

IT OFFERS MORE DYNAMIC GAME AND MORE EARNINGS TO A CASINO
Smaller profit margine is compensated by much faster game, so eventually more money remains for the
organiser.

IT USES SPACE IN OPTIMAL WAY
The possibility of playing on individual play stations provides full utilization of space and usage convenience.
Single play station can be placed in inner space, separate from the central roulette cylinder. The unlimited
number of individual play stations can be installed on a single central roulette cylinder.

IT PROVIDES UNDISPUTED QUALITY
The frame of Triple Crown Roulette is made of epoxy resins with refined final processing of roulette exterior.
TC roulette is licenced by GLI.

IT OFFERS MORE POSSIBILITIES
Besides classic roulette, Triple Crown roulette offers a unique combination with card games. TC wheel of
fortune and TC poker are gaming options available on this roulette only.

IT IS MODERN
Triple Crown Roulette makes a perfect link between a contemporary lifestyle and classic casinos, as we
now them from the sixties, adding them a new, unique visual touch.
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THREE GAMES IN ONE ROULETTE

Our roulette offers three gaming possibilities:
TRIPLE CROWN CLASIC ROULETTE (played on a single wheel)
TRIPLE CROWN WHEEL OF FORTUNE (played on three wheels)
Triple Crown POKER

THREE ACTIVE-WHEEL ROULETTE OFFERS MORE!
The idea of the ’TC Project’ is aimed at improving typical visual image of every casino, providing a complete
satisfaction for both players and owners at the same time. We point out the choice one has whether to play
a three-wheel or a classic single-wheel game. The option can be chosen simply by pressing a button on
a roulette display. Only TC roulette gives you a competitive advantage, where in one product, besides the
classic roulette, you also get a wider portfolio of technical and gaming options.
Winning of a super bonus „triple seven“ is just one of the options from a wide portfolio, that makes Triple
Crown roulette different to the others. Every time the ball stops at number seven on each of the three
wheels – every player placing the bets gets money as a bonus (usually 100 eur) but this amount may be
changed depending on a particular casino.

A SINGLE-WHEEL GAME
This game is the same as on every other classic roulette. For this game – only the smallest wheel on the
cylinder is relevant. But, mini and maxi jackpot on a classic roulette are also valid for this game and represent the additional benefits for players.

A THREE-WHEEL GAME
By activating a three-wheel option on a display, all the three wheels start spinning actively. The final result is
shown in a line of the three numbers. In this way a player is given the additional chance of winning. The ball
first stops at one of the fields from the smallest cylinder, showing the first winning number, while the other two
winning numbers are shown at the second and the third wheel directly above the ball.
The optional gaming system of Triple Crown roulette is adaptable to any legislation
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TRIPLE CROWN CLASSIC ROULETTE (a single-wheel game)

TRIPLE CROWN WHEEL OF FORTUNE (a three-wheel game)

By a single touch on the screen you can choose between playing the classic roulette or trying your luck on
all three active wheels, thus choosing the wider gaming options.

By choosing the option
(coloured pink on the above picture), Triple Crown is played as every other
classic roulette and the bet multiplies by 36 if the ball stops at a chosen number. At the same time, playing
on a single wheel also enables winning of bonus prizes – mini and maxi jackpot. This is a competitive advantage of our roulette, which provides players an advanced game and increased winnings. The difference
between mini and maxi jackpot on a wheel of fortune and classic roulette is only in the number of active
cylinders, while the same gaming board is used all the time.

By choosing the option with the three active wheels
(coloured pink on the picture below), Triple Crown roulette simulates the WHEEL OF FORTUNE GAME, that is more interesting and offers more chances of winning.

The game on three active wheels increases the bet by three times but with the same combinations placed on
classical roulette bord, which makes the game more interesting and offers more winning options. By pressing the
Triple Crown button

the player starts the three-wheel game, his bet automatically increases three times,

meaning that the basic bet is equally devided on each of the wheels and the player is given bigger chances of
winning the Jackpots (the mini and maxi TC Jackpot). This is enabled by the combination of numbers on two or
three wheels – that work the same as the wheel of fortune. No extra bets are needed for the wheel of fortune on
the additional board. TC Roulette Jackpot can only be played with all three wheels, but no extra bets are needed.
In such a way, players are given the possibility to win more, the game becomes more dynamic, and the organiser
earns more money in the end, since the game is much faster. TC wheel of fortune is played on the part of the
roulette board which is also used for classic roulette.

JACKPOT – WHEEL OF FORTUNE

JACKPOT – CLASSIC ROULETTE
EVENT

DESCRIPTION

EVENT

DESCRIPTION

Mini Jackpot

The chosen number is shown on the smallest and any of he other two wheels

bet x 39

Triple Crown Mini Jackpot

The chosen number is shown on two wheels

bet x 81

Maxi Jackpot

The chosen number is shown on all three wheels

bet x 81

Triple Crown Maxi Jackpot

The chosen number is shown on all three wheels

bet x 300

The expected profit margine of the casino on the classic TC roulette is 2,73%
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QUOTE

QUOTE

The expected profit margine of the casino on the TC wheel of fortune is 1,70%
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THE COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN THE CLASSIC

Triple Crown POKER (a three-wheel game)

ROULETTE AND THE TC WHEEL OF FORTUNE:

The Triple Crown Electronic Roulette is the only one that can combine card games with the classic roulette.

The number played on the gameboard, can appear up to three times in the final outcome.

Triple Crown POKER can be played if both one and three-wheel games are selected. Here, you place your
bets on a separate part of the game board, that is used only for playing TC POKER. In this case, your
bets are not multiplied by 3 as when playing the Triple Crown wheel of fortune. Only Triple Crown Roulette
enables playing of roulette and poker at the same time, during one spin. This gives the game a whole new
dimension and makes it more attractive. In the case of multiple poker winnings, the highest one counts.

If the chosen number does not appear in the final outcome – the player loses the bet.
If the chosen number appears once – the placed bet multiplies by 36; the bet x 36.
If the chosen number appears twice – the player gets:
- MINI JACKPOT bet X 39 (36 + bonus 3) if they play the Classic Roulette
- MINI JACKPOT on WHEEL OF FORTUNE bet X 81 (72 + bonus 9) if they play the Triple Crown Roulette
If the chosen number appears three times – the player gets:
- MAXI JACKPOT bet X 81 (36 + bonus 45) if they play the Classic Roulette
- MAXI JACKPOT on WHEEL OF FORTUNE bet X 300 (108 + bonus 192 ) if they play the Triple Crown Roulette

By placing your bets on the Triple Crown Poker board, you authomatically win, if one of the following
POKER combinations is drawn:
The example of Mini Jackpot – when the chosen number is shown twice

TABLE FOR BETTING – TRIPLE CROWN ROULETTE

The example of Maxi Jackpot – when the chosen number is show three times
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EVENT

DESCRIPTION

QUOTE

Triple Crown Flash

the black (or red) number appears on the each of the three roulettes

bet x 2

Triple Crown Double

the pair of the same numbers appears

bet x 5

Triple Crown Straight

a series of numbers appear (e.g. 16, 17, 18)

bet x 20

Triple Crown Triling

the same number appears three times (e.g. 15, 15, 15)

bet x 100

Triple Crown Triple Zero

three „zeros“ appear

bet x 1.000

The expected profit margine of the casino on the TC POKER is 5%
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Flush – the ball stops at either red or black on all three
wheels

Double - the ball stops at the same number on two
wheels

Straight - outcome is the series of numbers (ex. 6,
7, 8) – 1st wheel 6; 2nd wheel 7; 3rd wheel 8. The
series consider any combination of three numbers in
a row (ex. 6-8-7; 8-6-7; 7-8-6)

Triling - the ball stops at the same number on each of
the three wheels (20,20,20)

Triple Zero – the ball stops at „zero“ on each of the
three wheels
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Triple Crown roulette 6/8 PLACES
Dimensions

3130 x 3130 x 1080 cm

Weight

1100 kg

LCD

22” wide

Touch system

Supported

Player tracking

Optional

RFID

Supported

Proximity

Supported

Voltage

220 V / 50Hz

Maximum power consumption

3700-4200 W

Needed Arrester

25 A slow

SAS 6.02

Supported

TRIPLE CROWN Roulette WITH A CANOPY

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS – Player place Triple Crown roulette
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Dimensions

850 x 770 x 950 cm

Weight

90 kg

LCD

22” wide

Touch system

Supported

Player tracking

Optional

RFID

Supported

Proximity

Supported

Napon

220 V / 50Hz

Maksimalna potrošnja

300 W

Potreban osigurač

16 A slow

SAS 6.02

Supported
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OPTIONS: COLOR VARIATIONS

OPTIONS: IN THE MARKET TRIPLE CROWN ROULETTE IS
AVAILABLE IN THE FORM WITH:
• Main unit with eight places / play stations
• Main unit with six places / play stations
• Additional play station units
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Karim Rashid is one of the most prolific designers of his generation, with over 3000 designs in the field of
industrial design. Over 300 awards and recognitions as well as his engagement in over 35 countries attest
to Karim’s legend of design. Karim’s creativity and ingenuity enable him to use and combine different ideas, materials and styles in such a way that he opens new horizons for the modern customer.
His award winning designs include democratic objects such as the ubiquitous Garbo waste can and Oh
Chair for Umbra, interiors such as the Morimoto restaurant, Philadelphia and Semiramis hotel, Athens and
exhibitions for Deutsche Bank and Audi. Karim has collaborated with clients to create democratic design for
Method and Dirt Devil, furniture for Artemide and Magis, brand identity for Citibank and Hyundai, high tech
products for LaCie and Samsung, and luxury goods for Veuve Clicquot and Swarovski.
Karim’s work is featured in 20 permanent collections and he exhibits art in galleries world wide. Karim is
a perennial winner of the Red Dot award, Chicago Athenaeum Good Design award, I.D. Magazine Annual
Design Review, IDSA Industrial Design Excellence award. He holds honorary doctorates from the Ontario
college of Art & Design and Corcoran College of Art & Design. In 2008, Karim exibited his biggest retrospective so far at Tomie Ohtake Institute in So Paolo, Brazil. As a curator of New York’s Museum of Arts and
Design, Karim recently presented his project: “Karim Rashid designs radiators“.
Karim is a frequent guest lecturer at universities and conferences globally disseminating the importance of
design in everyday life.Karim’s has been featured in magazine and books including Time, Financial Times,
NY Times, Esquire, GQ and countless more. In 2009 Rizzoli released Karim’s latest monography Karim
Space, featuring 36 of Karim’s interior architecture designs. Other books include Karim’s guide to living,
‘Design Your Self’ (Harper Collins, 2006), ‘Digipop’, a digital exploration of computer graphics (Taschen,
2005), compact portfolio published by Chronicle Books (2004), as well as two monographs titled ‘Evolution’ (Universe, 2004) and ‘I Want to Change the World’ (Rizzoli, 2001). In his spare time Karim participates
inmay fashion projects, as well as numerous spheres of life that shape art and everyday life.
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Jackpot box system

TC jBox -

slot management for small casinos

jBox is the basic version of slot management. It is specially designed for small casinos and betting houses.
The entire system is integrated in a box the size of a laptop, but is easily upgradeable so it can become part
of a larger system. The system is operated by reliable and secure industrial computer with jBox software.
jBox can control up to 32 slot machines, ie. 32 GMC controllers that collect all necessary data from the
slots. In this way we get the slot accounting and mistery jackpot system. By Local Area Network (LAN),
jBox can be connected to another computer or a laptop and through web browser, access to various documents, such as analysis, reports and different charts that can help in managing of casino. In this way, the
adjustment of various parameters related to the jackpot is enabled, such as initial and maximum values,
etc. Maximum number of jackpots on jBox system is nine.

CHARACTERISTICS - TC jBox

ADVANTAGES

Easily manaegable system integrated into a
single box that connects up to 32 slots

The ideal solution for slot machine clubs and sports betting

Enables a total of nine Mistery
Jackpots

Indirectly increases the profits of the casino

Integrated thermal printer

Replacement for additional printer and space savings

Integrated character of LCD with basic
controls for managing the jackpot

Replacement for the monitor and keyboard or additional computer and
space saving

Easy connect to LCD TVs, or FAZE LED
displays

Showing jackpot with animation on the LCD. LED displays allow displaying
larger numbers and display outside the shops

Web browser manaegable by LAN

Very easy to set all parameters and reviewing of different analysis by laptop

Connecting slot machines using mechanical
counters or through the SAS protocol

Enabled to connect all types of machines including the old ones. Special
GMC controller for connecting SAS slot machines with reduced price

Windows Embedded platform

Highly stable operating system intended for industrial usage

Modularity

When connecting to a larger system not necessary to change the controller

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS - TC jBox
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Maximum number of slot - machines

32

jBox controller

VIA C3 procesor, 512 Mb RAM, Embedded disk, Windows Embedded with
jBox software

GMC controllers

GMC ili GMCSAS

Interface

LAN

Video interface

XGA 1024x768

Power supply

220V, 50Hz, 0.5A
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TC jBOX CONFIGURATION

ACCESSORIES - TC jBox
SMS module

Sending of different SMS notifications to the user: the state of their account, large
payments, payment of jackpot

GPRS module

Connecting to the server from a remote location in order to control and
system configuration where there is no other kind of internet connection

Video transmitter with unlimited
number of outputs

Connecting remote LCD TVs up to 300m to the server

Video receiver

Receiving images from remote video transmitter

Video splitter with unlimited number
of outputs

Splitting of video signals in order to connect LCD TVs up to 5m of distance

Video server

Connecting of the remote LCD TV with an additional video server.
The distance depends on the network equipment - 100 m and up

UPS

UPS with stronger power for countinious operation without electricity up to 24 hours

LED display

LED displays of various size and design for showing jackpot. The most suitable for
outside showing

Additional workstations

For cash carrier, management, settings, analysis...

Palm computers

Taking the cash from machine

WEB INTERFACE AND OPTIONS
• Fully automated inventory of casinos and inventory review for the specific period
• The review of state and statistics of number of games per slot machines and type of slot machines
• Settings related to the jackpot
• Partial fault diagnostics and printing of various reports
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TC jBOX Advanced CONFIGURATION

TC jBox Advanced -

slot management for large casinos

jBox Advanced is designed for large casinos. The whole industrial system is designed with the maximum
degree of security. Most components are independant which enables normal functioning of the system in
case of potential failure of some components. The system consists of several servers, it enables complete
accounting and management and is adjusted to the organization of work in a casino.
A casino layout can be uploaded, as well as various slot machines groups, census zones, etc.. It enables
the control of several cash desks, taking out money from the slot machines, shift handovers, etc. A Number
of jackpots is practically unlimited and they can be defined by various groups: by slot machines and time
periods.

Casino
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CHARACTERISTICS - TC jBox Advanced

ADVANTAGES

Unlimited number of slot machines

Connection of all slot machines in the unique system

Unlimited number of jackpots

It is possible to independently design the logic of jackpots, recognizable to
the specific casino

Easy connection to LCD TV or FAZE LED
display

Showing jackpots with animations on the LCD display. LED displays allow
greater numbers and display outside the casinos

Unlimited number of LCD display

In serious casinos is possible to display jackpot on the upper monitor of slot
machines

Connection of slot machines by mechanical
counter, of through SAS protocol

It is enabled to connect all types of machines including the old ones.
Special GMC SAS controller for connecting machines with reduced price

Independent servers

Database server, Control server, Web server, Video server. Undisturbed
processing of large amounts of data and the work of a large number of
users at the same time

Automation of casino business

Savings in time by giving out manual records. The whole system is a flexible to the
way of casino organisation. Multiple applications for various purposes: cash carrier,
getting the money, inventory, control, configuration, analysis, management

Connection to the global server

mjGlobal or jGlobal server. Surveillance of functioning of the all casinos live.
Global jackpot

VPN connection

High level of data safety

Workstations

Dial-up connection
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TC jmGlobal -

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS - TC jBox Advanced

slot management for more casinos in a chain

Maximum number of slot machines

Unlimited

jControl server

Kontron embedded computer, Intel 2 GHz processor, 1 GBRAM,
160 GB HDD, Windows Embedded

jDatabase server

Kontron embedded computer, Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz, 2GB RAM, 2x160 GB
HDD RAID, Windows Professional, Oracle Standard Edition One database

jWeb

Kontron embedded computer, Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz, 2GB RAM,
160 GB HDD, Windows Professional

CHARACTERISTICS - TC jmGlobal

ADVANTAGES

jVideo

VIA C3 processor, 512 Mb RAM, Embedded disk, Windows Embedded

Unlimited number of players

Connection of all locations into unique system. Real time control and
global jackpot

UPS

APC 1500 VA smart

KVM console

Monitor 17”, mouse, keyboard

Powerful web interface for surveillance, setting, control, analysis, reports...

Only the Internet connection is sufficient for the work with system from
web browser

Switch

TP LINK 16 porta

Unlimited number of users and access points

Power supply

220V, 50Hz, 15A

Unlimited number of users with their privileges from any location can
work on the system

Unlimited number of global jackpots

The huge values of global jackpots can increase the business

Modulated designed system

Very easy adding the new modules, the expanding of number of new
locations...

Modularity

When connecting to a larger system not necessary to change the controller

jmGlobal is intended for systems with multiple locations. jmGlobal is the main server which is installed at the
users’ which integrates all sites in a single network. This enables numerous possibilities, such as control of
any casino at any time, regardless of its location as well as full real time access to its work.

ADDITIONS - TC jBox Advanced
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SMS module

Sending the different SMS notifications to the users: the state of theirs
account, large payments, payment of jackpot

GPRS module

Connecting to the server from a remote location in order to control and
system configuration where there is no other kind of internet connection

Video transmitter with unlimited number of outputs

Connecting remote LCD TVs up to 300m to the server

Video receiver

Receiving images from remote video transmitter

Video splitter with unlimited number of outputs

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS - TC jmGlobal
jmGlobalDB server

Kontron embedded computer, Intel® Core 2 Quad, 8 GB RAM, 2x1 TB
HDD RAID, Windows XP Professional, Oracle Standard Edition database

Splitting of video signals in order to connect LCD TVs up to 5m of distance

jmGlobalD server

Kontron embedded computer, Intel Core 2 Quad, 2 GB RAM, 160 GB HDD,
Windows 2003 Server

Video server

Connecting of the remote LCD TV with an additional video server.
The distance depends on the network equipment - 100 m and up

jmGlobalWEB

Kontron embedded computer, Intel Core 2 Quad, 8 GB RAM, 160 GB HDD,
Windows XP Professional

UPS

UPS with stronger power for countinious operation without electricity up to 24 hours

UPS

APC 5000 VA smart

LED display

LED displays of various sizes and designs to display jackpot. The most suitable for outside showing

KVM console

Monitor 17”, mouse, keyboard

Additional workstations

For cash carrier, management, settings, analysis...

Switch

TP LINK 16 portal

Palm computers

Taking the cash from machine...

Power supply

220V, 50Hz, 25 A
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PROIZVODNJA
Industrijska zona, Novoprojektovana bb
18000 Niš
SRBIJA
Telefon: +381 18 200216, +381 18 200 217
www.triplecrown.rs
email: produce@triplecrown.rs

KONTAKT
Centrala: Triple Crown d.o.o.
Cara Dušana 43/m5
11000 Beograd
SRBIJA
Telefon: +381 63 669 228
email: central@triplecrown.rs

KONTAKT ZA PRODAJU / ZASTUPNIŠTVO
Aleš Colarič univ.dipl.ing.
Generalni menadžer za prodaju & globalni savetnik
EU: +386 51 373 025
SLO: +386 70 856 280
SRB: +381 62 864 6175
MNE: +382 69 289 455
skype:princesyu@siol.net
email:ales.colaric@triplecrown.rs
Bojan Mitić dipl.ing.el.
Ko - predsednik upravnog odbora
Telefon: +381 62 279 433
bojan.mitic@triplecrown.rs
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Koviljka Lončar
Finansijski direktor
Telefon: +381 63 102 58 70
koviljka.loncar@triplecrown.rs
Dušan Jevtić dipl.ing.el.
Ko - predsednik upravnog odbora
Telefon: +381 62 279 439
dusan.jevtic@triplecrown.rs

